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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Plan Purpose
The following document provides a proposed phased implementation plan for the deployment of
multiple modules of a cooperatively-developed web-based technical solution which will facilitate
transportation coordination across an 11-county region in southern Wisconsin. The recommendations
are built on industry standards for collaborative technical development, mobility management practice,
and customer relations management. Further, the project proposes an on-going Stakeholder
Consortium to address implementation and continue the work of developing collaborative agreements
among agencies, counties, healthcare facilities and other stakeholders. The project leverages the impact
of Wisconsin’s outstanding network of mobility managers, which has been in the vanguard of
development of the practice since 2008, and the members of whom have negotiated numerous crossjurisdictional agreements. Finally, the Plan will provide an in-depth background on the proposed web
application, proposed pilot deployment, and proposed plan to extend to a more comprehensive Travel
Management Coordination Center (TMCC).

1.2 Agencies and Stakeholders
Upon award of a 2016 Mobility Services for All Americans grant for the Federal Transit Administration,
the Greater Wisconsin Agency on Aging Resources, Inc. (GWAAR), in cooperation with municipal, county,
and regional transportation and planning agencies, private and non-profit transportation providers, and
user groups, has undertaken planning for development of a proposed phased implementation plan for a
collaboratively-developed technology solution to facilitate coordination across programs and
jurisdictions in southern Wisconsin. Key stakeholders include:
❖ Greater Wisconsin Agency on Aging Resources, Inc. (GWAAR) - Lead Agency
❖ Abby Vans, Inc.
❖ Brown Cab, Inc. (representing Edgerton, Fort Atkinson, Jefferson, Lake Mills, Monroe, and
Whitewater Shared Ride Taxis [SRTs])
❖ Columbia County Aging and Disability Resource Center (ADRC)
❖ Dane County Department of Human Services
❖ Dodge County ADRC
❖ East Central Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission (RPC)
❖ Grant County ADRC
❖ Green County ADRC
❖ Hodan Center, Inc.
❖ Iowa County ADRC
❖ Jefferson County ADRC
❖ Lancaster County ADRC
❖ LIFT Program, Southwestern Wisconsin Community Action Program
❖ Retired and Senior Volunteer Program of Dane County
❖ Richland Center ADRC
❖ Rock County Commission on Aging
❖ Running, Inc., (representing Beaver Dam, Platteville, Portage, Richland Center, Stoughton and
Sun Prairie SRTs)
❖ Southwestern Wisconsin RPC
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❖ Southwest Wisconsin Opportunity Center
❖ Transit Solutions, Inc.
❖ Walworth County Mobility Manager

1.3 Summary of Stakeholder Engagement
The Concept of Operations, Design Plan, and Implementation Plan have been developed with extensive
involvement of stakeholders, whose identified needs and requirements informed every stage of the
project process.
Goals Identified: As identified by stakeholders, integral to the design process are the goals of
modularity, scalability, interoperability with existing software systems, adaptability to areas with limited
4G infrastructure, ease of use for participants, and low cost of entry for all.
Current System: Surveys of the current system show that it is fragmented, and consists of disparate
systems: some counties (6) adapting spreadsheets, a few (4) employing small-scale transportationspecific computerized systems, and one using a large commercial software application. Most of the
counties running computerized systems are dissatisfied with existing functionality, and/or are unable to
attain needed features and functionality from the proprietary software owners. Even with software
support, six counties first record incoming requests on paper and transfer details by hand to and from
driver run sheets, requiring data to be redundantly entered and creating multiple opportunities for
errors. One county has invested in a large commercial system and is paying significant software
subscription fees for component features that are unusable at their scale of operations; this expense
diminishes their ability to maintain or expand necessary services. None of these systems in any way
facilitate even basic information sharing or collaboration among counties.
Both telephone and in-person interviews were conducted with project stakeholders throughout
Summer 2017 to create a map of each stakeholder’s current operations, coordination environments and
available assets. A second round of in-person interviews was conducted in the fall of 2017 to generate
more in- depth information about current stakeholder processes, technology needs, and coordination
barriers. Based on analysis of stakeholder interviews, four major categories of issues were identified as
stakeholder priorities. A full-day design sprint exercise with the stakeholders explored these categories
in more detail, as well as engaging in group brainstorming activities to identify additional user needs.
Modifications to Proposed Plan: One of the outcomes of the design sprint was the admission by
virtually all stakeholders that, often due to the limited ability to share information given current
technology systems (or the lack thereof), they were not ready to create formal coordination agreements
either at the programmatic or operational levels (although all parties report informally coordinating
rides on an ad-hoc basis, where possible). Stakeholders firmly committed to the collaborative
development of a shared, interoperable software application as the foundational step in building a
TMCC.
Further Stakeholder Activities: Stakeholder involvement since the submission of the Concept of
Operations has continued with interviews with agencies newly expressing interest in involvement. On
February 6, a second in-person design sprint was held. Stakeholders participated live demonstrations of
prototyped interfaces of the proposed system, and gave written and verbal feedback on proposed ideas
of modifications, strengths, and concerns (forms for written comments were provided, and verbal
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discussion was documented by the graphic recorder; see Appendix A Stakeholder Engagement for
images of feedback tools and summaries of verbal and written responses). Stakeholders also discussed
anticipated deployment issues such as cost, licensing and hosting concerns, and data sharing and privacy
concerns. Finally, plans for an on-going consortium to address implementation were formulated.
Stakeholder requirements and concerns are detailed in Section 1.4.

1.4 System Overview
Through significant stakeholder engagement, key functional areas (KFAs) were identified for a common
system. In addition, KFAs were identified for increased collaborations across jurisdictions and among
agencies and providers.
1.4.1 Key Functional Areas
Key functional areas desired by system stakeholders:
❖ Client Information Management
❖ Driver Information Management
❖ Provider Information Management
❖ Funder Information Management
❖ Computer Assisted Ride Requests & Scheduling
❖ Computer Assisted Driver Management & Scheduling
❖ Computer Assisted Dispatch
❖ Web-Based Trip Offer Board with SMS and email notification options
❖ Provider Integration (Including “no tech” providers and those with proprietary software)
❖ Computer Assisted Driver Integration via Desktop and/or Mobile Device
❖ Computer Assisted MCO Authorization Management
❖ Reporting and Analytics
❖ Web-Based Reservation Requests
❖ Automated Appointment Reminders via Call, SMS or email.
❖ Map-based Display of Rider & Driver Information
❖ Real Time Information
❖ Permissions-based Access Control Lists (ACLs) to throttle data sharing
❖ Security and Privacy

Key functional areas identified as needed to increase collaboration across agencies and providers:
❖ Shared Volunteer Driver Recruitment, Onboarding, Training Materials & Recognition
❖ Shared Resource Listings
❖ Shared Eligibility Determination
❖ Shared Sample Agreements: Contracts with MCOs, Inter-Jurisdictional MOUs, etc.
❖ Shared Real Time Information
❖ Computer Assisted Provider Assignment and Transportation Referrals
❖ Computer Assisted Cooperation for Regional Trip Planning
❖ Computer Assisted Cost Allocation and Invoicing for Shared Rides
❖ Regional Data Exchange and Transportation Analytics
Several requirements, both functional and non-functional, were discussed in detail at the second design
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sprint; key issues identified were:
1.4.2 Data Sharing
The data collected in the integrated modules shall utilize permissions-based ACLs, allowing participants
and providers who adopt the modules to completely control which data points to share and with whom
to share them. These permissions can be set up generally or be tightly tailored to throttle data sharing
with individual parties, for example, sharing trip offers with some integrated providers, but not others.
1.4.3 Roles and Permissions
The system shall provide basic user roles per module (as described below), with standard Create, Write,
Update, and Delete, (CRUD) permissions. In addition, the system shall provide a facility to create custom
user roles with flexibly assigned module- and field-level permissions that reflect the work and
organization data of each unique agency. Default system roles should include:
❖ System Administrator
❖ Reservationist/Scheduler
❖ Accounting/Reporting
❖ Rider
❖ Dispatcher
❖ Driver
1.4.4 Open Source License
Due to limited fiscal resources, a very low cost of entry was identified as a priority requirement by most
stakeholders -- rural county agencies, SRTs and mom-and-pop providers who operate with a minimal net
margin. Therefore, the cost of original development as well as necessary upgrades must be kept low
and, as much as possible, distributed across stakeholders. To best achieve this requirement, stakeholder
consensus is that the software developed shall be released under an open source license, allowing
anyone to download it and use it, even customize it.
Stakeholder consensus also addresses the issue of public funds used for publicly-owned benefits. Most
open source licenses have restrictions on reselling the code, even after it has been modified or
improved; in this way the improvements become part of the commons, or public property, as well as the
original code, making innovative customizations that other agencies develop available to the whole
community of users at no additional coding cost.
Stakeholders expressed fear of having to invest in features beyond the scope of what they are able
utilize in their operations. With an open-source application, stakeholders are able to prioritize their own
agenda for improvements to the system. Vendor lock-in is averted. Also, as agency operations expand,
the cost of the software need only increase in proportion to the added computing power and bandwidth
required.
Also, those stakeholders who have invested in small proprietary systems expressed frustration with the
high cost and/or impossibility of updating or adding new features. An open source license allows
stakeholders to commission updates and new features at will. This licensing, in addition, meets
stakeholders’ requirement that they be able to consolidate their resources to procure desired updates
and features cooperatively, thereby reducing costs. It was noted by participants that such collaboration
is an additional incentive towards regional cooperation - indeed, that cooperation which begins as a
cost-sharing venture is an “easy sell” to local decision-makers, and paves the way for further
collaboration.
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Finally, those stakeholders with small proprietary systems, or those with programs developed by their
in-house Information Technology (IT) departments, expressed frustration with slow responsiveness with
regard to software bugs. Code errors in open source code tend to get fixed more quickly since a whole
community of coders can respond to issues, and independent organizations rising from the open source
community to support the system are incentivized to respond quickly to Service Level Agreements (SLAs)
that sustain their small businesses. Finally, agencies and providers may rely on their own IT staff to
whatever degree the skill set and time of the staff will allow, possibly creating additional cost
reductions.
1.4.5 Web-based Architecture
Stakeholder consensus is that the system shall use a web-based architecture. This architecture reduces
the cost of development and implementation. The system is developed for just one operating system,
that of the server, and the costs of computing are consolidated on the server side of the client-server
equation (desktop computers, the clients in this equation, do not need to have so much computing
power, but only the capacity to run a standards-compliant web browser).
The application interface shall be developed so as to automatically resize to conform to the screen-size
of the device on which it is viewed.
Representational State Transfer (REST), the best practice for implementation for web-based
architecture, facilitates integration, interoperability and scalability (fulfilling the stakeholder goals of
modularity, scalability, interoperability with existing software systems, and low cost of entry for all).
1.4.6 Hosting
A web-based architecture combined with an open source license offers stakeholders the maximum
options for system hosting and tenancy scenarios. Agencies with county data center services may use
their own facilities to host the system.
Stakeholders may choose to host their system in the cloud. Cloud computing offers ubiquitous,
convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g.,
networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with
minimal management effort or service provider interaction.1 Utilizing these services, systems can ensure
high availability by clustering servers across multiple regional data centers. In this way downtime is
minimized by ensuring there is always an instance of the service up and running somewhere.
Cloud hosted systems may be single or multi-tenant. Stakeholders expressed considerable interest in the
option for agencies with low- volume operations and minimal IT budgets to choose to collaborate to
share hosting costs on a multi-tenant cloud service while still maintaining a secure and private data set
and operations.
Partners in the open source project community may offer the system to interested parties on a Software
as a Service (SaaS) basis. SaaS provides a complete software solution typically for a low- cost fixed setup
fee followed by a monthly subscription fee required for an agreed on number of years. Some
stakeholders may find this low up front cost appealing.

1

https://csrc.nist.gov/publications/detail/sp/800-145/final
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2.0 SYSTEM STRUCTURE AND MAJOR SUBSYSTEMS/COMPONENTS
Following stakeholder interviews, multi-stakeholder design workshops, and requirements
prototyping/feedback iterations, a minimum viable product (MVP) has begun to take shape. The MVP
should provide an end-to-end solution for the mobility management office: client, driver, provider, and
funder information management; computer assisted ride requests and scheduling, driver management
and scheduling, provider integration, dispatch, driver integration, MCO authorization management;
reporting and analytics capacities; real-time GIS for rides and drivers; ACL-style permissions for data
sharing; and system and data security and privacy.
The MVP delivers the smallest valuable feature set that can be deployed to the customer to collect
feedback. Feedback drives the implementation of additional functionality through a “build-measurelearn” loop. An improved version of the feature set is deployed after each iteration of the loop. This
incremental development process delivers increasing value to the customer in rapid fashion, while
ensuring the system developed is the system the customer wants and needs. Agile development
methodologies are recommended for this approach.
The following overview provides a high-level description of the four integrated modules of the MVP
available to system participants which incorporate all the major features and functionality required by
county mobility management offices and their providers for day-to-day operations. The four integrated
modules of the proposed MVP are:
❖ Mobility Management Office Suite
❖ Transportation Provider Suite
❖ Transportation Provider Driver Module
❖ API Facade Service
Since most participating agencies in the 11 counties also manage their own paid and volunteer fleets of
drivers, all four modules might be used by participating agencies. All the modules share a common data
set and user authentication system.

2.1 Mobility Management Office Suite
2.1.1 Overview
The mobility management office application provides a CRM-like call center interface to log contact with
riders and caseworkers, to manage MCO authorizations for rider trips, and to provide tools for invoice
reconciliation and cost tracking.
It integrates providers, managing their information, offering trips and tracking the details of accepted
trips. If the provider and/or driver applications are integrated, real time GIS information may be
displayed for trips. Provider-facing pages allow “no tech” providers to enter required trip data directly to
the agency’s software and for transportation providers who use proprietary third-party software to
batch upload data exported from their own systems.
The MM Office Suite manages funder information, funding requirements and reporting. It provides a
facility for public-facing web pages on which to apply for eligibility, request ride reservations, and
identify regional transportation resources. It offers a facility for custom reporting and analytics.
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2.1.2 Functional Elements
The identified functional elements of this module are detailed in the Common Fleet Information
Platform deliverable. These include:
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Login Authentication
Create, View, Edit riders
Create, View, Edit reservations (with GIS)
Create, View, Edit funding sources
Create, View, Edit accounts
Create, View, Edit vendors
Record/Lookup MCO authorizations
Log contacts with riders and caseworkers
Create, View, Edit Invoices
Add/Remove data sharing permissions
Generate standard, exception, funding, and custom reports
Offer/Assign trips to providers
Accept form data from “no tech” providers
Accept batch upload data from providers with proprietary software
Accept ride request form data from riders
Accept eligibility application form data from riders
Display regional transportation resources
Dispatch and monitor performance
Report and bill on transportation performed with strong exception reporting capabilities

2.1.3 Anticipated Impact on Business Processes and Roles/Responsibilities
In order to maximize the ease of adoption and usefulness, particularly by users new to automated
transportation tools, the system will primarily automate current basic business processes and current
roles/responsibilities.
Responsibilities are encoded as access permissions to data and system methods. Permissions are
assigned to roles. Default system roles are listed in Section 1.4.3 Roles and Permissions.
Implementation of the system will create efficiencies and increase accuracy by eliminating redundant
data entry, implementing data validation checks on data entered, creating facilities for riders and
providers to enter their own data, and outputting data in formatted reports.
Implementation of the system will advantage cooperation across jurisdictions and among agencies and
providers, by creating and storing records electronically (a more easily shared format than sticky notes),
and creating opportunities for integration and/or interoperable operations.
2.1.4 Agency/Stakeholder Resource Requirements
As the resources of stakeholders are limited, the proposed system requires a low cost-of-entry. Most
stakeholders have the necessary infrastructure to support access to a web-based application. At a
minimum they may need to update a web browser or upgrade an existing broadband connection; at
most an upgrade of desktop computers to run a standards-compliant web browser may be necessary.
The system must be hosted on some sort of server. Multiple low cost hosting options are detailed in
Section 1.4.6 Hosting.
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GIS Map functions integrated into this module may require agencies to contract with a GIS service
provider. This module will incorporate a wrapper API that allows an agency to switch between various
GIS service providers. Prices in this market are volatile, but at current pricing levels and stakeholders’
current business volume, no fees are likely to be incurred (for instance Google’s MAP API is currently
free for the first 25,000 lookups per day, and 50¢ per each additional 1000 lookups).
2.1.5 Training Requirements
As noted above (Sections 1.1 Plan Purpose and 1.3 Summary of Stakeholder Engagement), the second
stakeholder design sprint included plans for an on-going Stakeholder Consortium to address
implementation issues and developing collaborative agreements among stakeholders, including
agreements with regard to training. Participants in this consortium have been identified, but the work of
developing training requirements has not yet begun. Some preliminary considerations include the
following:
Stakeholders have noted the common experience of only being able to afford to send one person to
trainings on proprietary automated systems; when they lose that person, they lose the expertise in
which they had invested. With an open source platform, agencies are able, either independently or
collaboratively, to provide training internally or to hire a vendor to develop training content and
materials. When multiple stakeholders implement the proposed system, there is an efficiency incentive
to collaborate across counties on the costs of training - classrooms, manuals, online demonstrations,
etc. This collaboration gives each county more training resources than they could manage on their own.
As stakeholders noted in the first design sprint, prioritizing such joint projects is a low-resistance
gateway to greater collaboration in the future.
Further, trainings can be specifically tailored to the manner in which stakeholders intend to use the
program.
Broadly, training for the Mobility Management Office Suite will include:
❖ Systems Administrator Interface
❖ Reservationist/Scheduler Interface
❖ Accounting/Reporting Interface
❖ Rider Interface

2.2 Transportation Provider Suite
2.2.1 Overview
The transportation provider module provides a finely grained, computer-assisted workflow for assigning
transportation orders to individual drivers, both ahead of time and in real time. It manages driver
information and schedules. When an agency creates a reference in their system to a provider who has
adopted the provider suite, the integration will be seamless, as if the agency were running its own fleet.
Still, both the provider and the agency have the ability to throttle the sharing of information to the
minimum necessary to conduct shared operations. Thus, a provider using the suite may be integrated
into multiple agencies’ mobility management systems.
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2.2.2 Functional Elements
The identified functional elements of this module are detailed in screen shots in the Common Fleet
Information Platform deliverable. These include:
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Login Authentication
Create, View, Edit vehicles
Create, View, Edit drivers
Create, View, Edit schedules
Create, View, Edit driver trip logs
Add/Remove data sharing permissions
Dispatch and monitor performance
Generate invoices for trips

2.2.3 Anticipated Impact on Business Processes and Roles/Responsibilities
In order to maximize the ease of adoption and usefulness, particularly by users new to automated
transportation tools, the system will primarily automate current basic business processes and current
roles/responsibilities.
Responsibilities are encoded as access permissions to data and system methods. Permissions are
assigned to roles. Default system roles are listed in 1.4.3 Roles and Permissions.
Implementation of the system will create efficiencies and increase accuracy by eliminating redundant
data entry, implementing data validation checks on data entered, creating facilities for drivers to enter
their own data, and outputting data in formatted reports/invoices.
Implementation of the system will advantage cooperation across jurisdictions and among agencies and
providers, by creating and storing records electronically, and creating opportunities for integration
and/or interoperable operations.
2.2.4 Agency/Stakeholder Resource Requirements
As the resources of stakeholders are limited, the proposed system requires a low cost-of-entry. Most
stakeholders have the necessary infrastructure to support access to a web-based application. At a
minimum they may need to update a web browser or upgrade an existing broadband connection; at
most an upgrade of desktop computers to run a standards-compliant web browser may be necessary.
The system must be hosted on some sort of server. Multiple low cost hosting options are detailed in
section 1.4.6 Hosting.
GIS Map functions integrated into this module may require agencies to contract with a GIS service
provider. This module will incorporate a wrapper API that allows an agency to switch between various
GIS service providers. Prices in this market are volatile, but at current pricing levels and stakeholders’
current business volume, no fees are likely to be incurred (for instance Google’s MAP API is currently
free for the first 25,000 lookups per day, and 50¢ pre each additional 1000 lookups).
2.2.5 Training Requirements
See Section 2.1.4.2 for general discussion of trainings. Specific training for the Transportation Provider
Suite will include:
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❖ Systems Administrator
❖ Dispatcher
❖ Driver Desktop Interface
❖ Trip Data Upload

2.3 Transportation Provider Driver Module
2.3.1 Overview
The driver module provides a mobile-ready interface to a single driver’s view of the system, with tools to
track ride events, such as pickup or drop-off, and gives the driver a way to record the transportation
costs, such as miles and hours, at point of drop off.
For transportation providers that don’t provide mobile devices for their drivers, this module can also be
used on a desktop computer for receiving assignments and submitting the trip logs for compensation.
2.3.2 Functional elements
The identified functional elements of this module are detailed in the Common Fleet Information
Platform deliverable. These include:
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Login Authentication
View, Edit run sheet
View, Edit Call Detail (with GIS)
Change Status: Acknowledge, 3-Minute Alert, On Site, Loaded, Dropped, Empty, Cancel, No Load
Messaging Interface
Question Request
Emergency Notification

2.3.3 Anticipated Impact on Business Processes and Roles/Responsibilities
In order to maximize the ease of adoption and usefulness, particularly by users new to automated
transportation tools, the system will primarily automate current basic business processes and current
roles/responsibilities.
Implementation of the driver module will create further efficiencies and increase accuracy by
eliminating redundant data entry, implementing data validation checks on data entered, creating GISencoded timestamps to verify that on-time performance requirements have been met, reducing
passenger load time by sending a 3-Minute Alert to riders, creating facility for drivers to enter their own
data.
If 4G coverage is available and drivers have devices in the vehicle, their work may be further aided by
trip GIS, route suggestions and traffic information.
2.3.4 Agency/Stakeholder Resource Requirements
For transportation providers that don’t provide mobile devices for their drivers, this application will be
accessible from desktop computers. Currently, the majority of agency drivers are volunteer drivers and
may wish to complete their run sheets on their home computers. Other drivers prefer some company at
the end of their shifts and may want to complete their run sheets at the agency’s office. Agencies may
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need an additional computer or kiosk-device to accommodate these drivers.
For transportation providers that do provide mobile devices for their drivers, 4G service will be required
for real-time trip information transfer (tablets should store data until a connection can the server can be
completed).
GIS Map functions integrated into this module may require agencies to contract with a GIS service
provider. This module will incorporate a wrapper API that allows an agency to switch between various
GIS service providers. Prices in this market are volatile, but at current pricing levels and stakeholders’
current business volume, no fees are likely to be incurred (for instance Google’s MAP API is currently
free for the first 25,000 lookups per day, and 50¢ pre each additional 1000 lookups).
2.3.5 Training Requirements
See Section 2.1.5 for general discussion of trainings. Specific training for the Transportation Provider
Driver Suite will include:
❖ Driver Desktop Interface
❖ Driver Device Interface
❖ Device Gesture Training

2.4 API Facade Service
2.4.1 Overview
To facilitate integration of third party systems, and provide some tools for participants to customize
their own use of the system, most of the service endpoints that power the user interfaces will be
available for use through an open and published API. Since this same API service will be used by the
front-end interfaces, all operations available via the user interface will be accessible by machine service
accounts for integration purposes.
2.4.2 Anticipated Impact on Business Processes and Roles/Responsibilities
Providing an open and published API with clear documentation, creates additional opportunities for
interoperability and integration, creating hooks for owners of proprietary software or other open source
projects to make posts to and requests of stakeholders’ systems (with proper authorization and
authentication, of course).
2.4.3 Training Requirement
The API Facade Service Suite should have published API documentation.
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3.0 IMPLEMENTATION
Multi-Approach Implementation
A combination of implementation approaches will be utilized: a phased approach, parallel execution,
and one-time cut-over. The parallel execution, and one-time cut-over approaches may be repeated in
the course of each phase of development or at each stakeholder site.
Phased Implementation Plan: The phased approach allows the initial Pilot Development Team to
include a limited number of stakeholders at a high level of involvement, developing consistency in the
team and their development process. It allows features to be prioritized for development consistent
with the business needs and processes of the preliminary pilot agency, and to deploy and test feature
sets in the confined environment of a single agency (rather than potentially sending disruptive bugs to
multiple agencies).
Consequently, the implementation of the proposed system will consist of a 4-phase pilot project,
beginning in a 5-county portion of the proposed total service area, leveraging the fledgling
collaborations of the Southwest Wisconsin Transit Team (SWITT). SWITT is sponsored by the Southwest
Regional Planning Commission, and participants include the counties of Grant, Green, Iowa, Lafayette,
and Richland, The LIFT project, the Hodan Center, and the Southwest Opportunity Center. SWTT meets
every other month “to share ideas and insights into transit provision in the region”.
A Stakeholder Consortium consisting of stakeholders from the 11 counties (see Section 1.3, Further
Stakeholder Activities) will oversee the progress of the implementation.
The site of the initial pilot will be LIFT. LIFT is a volunteer and paid driver program serving 5 of the 11
counties in the MSAA project. LIFT is operated by the Southwestern WI Community Action Program
(SWCAP). LIFT is a member of SWTT, and because of perceived jurisdictional issues, is currently the only
agency coordinating rides with the other members. LIFT has received State of WI Section 5310 funds in
2018 to explore ways to collaborate with the 5 SWTT counties on volunteer recruitment and retention.
In successive phases the developed and tested software will be made available to other consortium
stakeholders, in a deployment queue.

4-Phase Implementation Summary
Implementation will be managed in 4 phases:
●

Initial Application and Training Materials Development via Pilot with LIFT

●

Extend Application and Training Materials Development including interoperability functions via
Pilot to participating SWITT County agencies; implement and improve the training developed in
Phase 1

●

Complete API and API documentation; Develop public-facing pages; Design training for riders
and caseworkers

●

Queue remaining participating counties, and sequentially deploy based on availability of
resources.

Parallel Execution: Running the system being developed in parallel with an agency’s current system
during development allows the agency participating in the Pilot Development Team to continue
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operations without interruption throughout the development cycles, while identify outcome
inconsistency between the two systems and troubleshoot the source of these inconsistencies (they
could be bugs in the old system).
At each stakeholder agency where the application is implemented it will be run in parallel to ensure the
application developed accurately reflects the needs of the agency’s unique operation.
One-time cut-over: At all implementation sites, when the application has been tested and accepted a
one-time cut-over to the new system will be scheduled.

3.1 Phase One Details
Initial Application and Training Materials Development - Pilot
The goals of Phase 1 of the implementation pilot is to get the bulk of the application and training
materials completed, to assess true performance in controlled-but-live experiments, identify
improvements to the system or implementation launch process, and have a working prototype to
demonstrate to stakeholders and their IT departments.
In Phase 1 of the implementation, a Pilot Development Team will be established including LIFT staff,
application developer staff, representatives of the other SWTT counties, and additional MSAA
Stakeholder Consortium members (see Section 1.3, Further Stakeholder Activities) as deemed
appropriate by the consortium.
Of the Requirements established by the project as a whole, the Pilot Development Team will prioritize
those requirements which are the highest service requirements of the LIFT deployment. Three lists,
collectively Feature Sets - Phase One, will include requirements from each of the first three application
modules (the Mobility Management Office Suite, the Transportation Provider Suite, and the
Transportation Provider Driver Module).
3.1.1 Major Tasks
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Convene the Pilot Development Team
Prioritize Feature Sets
Setup Hosting
Setup Development and Production Environments for Identified Agencies
Code-Test-Deploy Iterations of Prioritized Feature Sets of Pilot Program
Develop Training Materials for Agencies for Deployed Feature Sets
One-Time Cut-Over

3.1.2 Descriptions of Tasks
Utilizing an iterative Agile approach, the Pilot Development Team will develop, deploy and test-inparallel Feature Sets -Phase One of the Mobility Manager Office Suite (MMOS) the Transportation
Provider Suite (TPS), and the Transportation Provider Driver Module (TP-DM). LIFT operations require
all three. Feature Sets - Phase One will include most of the functions required for basic operations,
including:
❖ Login Authentication (MMOS Users, TPS Users, and Drivers)
❖ Create, View, Edit riders
❖ Create, View, Edit reservations (with GIS)
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❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Create, View, Edit funding sources
Create, View, Edit accounts
Create, View, Edit vendors
Log contacts with riders and caseworkers
Create, View, Edit Invoices
Create, View, Edit vehicles
Create, View, Edit drivers
Create, View, Edit schedules
Create, View, Edit driver trip logs
Dispatch and monitor performance
Generate invoices for trips
Report and bill on transportation performed
Login Authentication
View, Edit run sheet
View, Edit Call Detail (with GIS)
Change Status: Acknowledge, On Site, Loaded, Dropped, Empty, Cancel, No Load
Question Request

The system will be deployed to LIFT in parallel with the work requirements and within the restrictions of
their current system. LIFT may require additional staffing to ensure ability to properly run both systems.
As the Feature Sets - Phase One are implemented and tested in parallel, training materials for the
features will also be developed. The type and extent of materials will be agreed upon by the Stakeholder
Consortium.
When the software has been tested and accepted, a one-time cut-over to the new system will be
scheduled.
3.1.3 Phase 1 Implementation Estimate
Application
Development

Phase 1
Software Development

Low

High

$200,000

$600,000

$150,000

$300,000

Time Frames
Annual
Application
Hosting
TBD

Annual
Technical
Support

Low

High

TBD 16 months

30 months

16 months

30 months

Mobility Manager Office Suite (feature set 1)
Transportation Provider Suite (feature set 1)
Transportation Provider Driver Module

Training Development
Mobility Manager Office Suite (Feature Set 1)
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Transportation Provider Suite (Feature Set 1)
Transportation Provider Driver Module
(Feature Set 1)

Total

$350,000

$900,000

16 months

30 months

3.2 Phase 2
Extend Application and Training Materials Development Including Interoperability Functions
The goals of Phase 2 of the implementation pilot is to verify the application features which are internalfacing to agencies; training materials; the performance of interoperability functions meets the needs of
the user.
Phase 2 will be implemented in two of the five counties in the Southwest Wisconsin Transit Team
(SWTT) area. These two counties will be selected by the Stakeholder Consortium to participate in this
phase of implementation. This selection will take place at the beginning of Phase 1 of implementation,
as these counties may choose to send staff representation to Pilot Development Team which begins in
Phase 1.
3.2.1 Major Tasks
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Build a Deployment Container
Set up Hosting
Code-Test-Deploy Iterations of Prioritized Feature Sets
Develop Training Materials for Deployed Feature Sets
Complete One-Time Cut-Over

3.2.2 Descriptions of Tasks
With additional counties running the application, the Pilot Development Team will be able to test,
provide feedback and improve the interoperability functions.
Training on Feature Sets - Phase One will begin in earnest as additional counties’ stakeholder agencies
are added to the pilot. Those agencies will receive training and provide feedback on the training
materials from Feature Sets - Phase One. Further, training material on Feature Sets - Phase Two will be
developed, refined and deployed.
Utilizing an iterative Agile approach, the Pilot Development Team will develop, deploy and test-inparallel Feature Sets - Phase Two of the MMOS, the TPS, and the TP-DM. Feature Sets - Phase
Two will include the remaining functions required for basic operations, including:
❖ Record/Lookup MCO authorizations
❖ Add/Remove data sharing permissions
❖ Generate standard, exception, funding, and custom reports
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❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Offer/Assign trips to providers
Accept form data from “no tech” providers
Accept batch upload data from providers with proprietary software
Accept ride request form data from riders
Accept eligibility application form data from riders
Display regional transportation resources
Report and bill on transportation performed with strong exception reporting capabilities
Messaging Interface
Emergency Notification
Interoperability Functions

3.2.3 Phase 2 Implementation Estimate
Application
Development

Phase 2
Software Development & Installation

Low

High

$100,000

$300,000

$100,000

$200,000

Time Frames
Annual
Application
Hosting
TBD

Annual
Technical
Support

Low

High

TBD 12 months

24 months

$200,000

12 months

24 months

$500,000

12 months

24 months

Mobility Manager Office Suite (Feature Set 2)
Transportation Provider Suite (Feature Set 2)
Transportation Provider Driver Module
(Feature Set 2)

Training & Training Development
Mobility Manager Office Suite (Feature Set 2)
Transportation Provider Suite (Feature Set 2)
Transportation Provider Driver Module
(Feature Set 2)

Total

3.3 Phase 3
Extend Application and Training Materials Development including API and public-facing pages
The goals of Phase 3 of the implementation pilot are to complete the API and public-facing portions of
the application; API documentation; and training materials for riders, case workers and other users.
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3.3.1 Major Tasks
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Accept ride request form data collected from riders
Accept eligibility application form data collected from riders
Display regional transportation resources
Create documentation for the API
Develop training materials for users
Collaboratively develop public outreach campaign
Schedule public training sessions for users

3.3.2 Descriptions of Tasks
Development, testing and rollout of features that operationally support agencies is in its final stages
based on ongoing feedback. The next step is to develop and test the public-facing pages of the
application. The Stakeholder Consortium will arrange training sessions for these users. A public outreach
campaign regarding the new web features will be undertaken by the Stakeholder Consortium.
3.3.3 Phase 3 Implementation Estimate
Application
Development

Phase 3
Software Development & Installation

Low

High

Time Frames
Annual
Application
Hosting

Annual
Technical
Support

Low

High

$100,000

$300,000

9 months

24 months

$75,000

$225,000

9 months

24 months

$75,000

$225,000

$250,000

$750,000

9 months

24 months

Mobility Manager Office Suite (Feature Set 3)
API

Training and Documentation Development
Mobility Manager Office Suite (Feature Set 3)
API

Training Implementation

Total

it is difficult to determine the length of time it will take to roll out the system to an ‘average’ agency or
provider. Each will have a unique set of business processes and procedures, so that a different
constellation of issues will need to be addressed at each agency. Further, there are a number of hosting
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options available. The system itself will be the common denominator, with a different set of functions
needed at each site. Consequently, the training needs of each will vary somewhat, and while common
training materials will be developed, the actual training delivered will be customized for each
participating agency.
The actual process of setting up cloud hosting with deployment of the application and database will
pretty straight forward. Initial system setup -- creating users, customizing data permissions, transferring
data from previously used database system -- without complications should be able to be completed in
less than 100 hours of skilled IT work. Development staff will remain involved, and systems will be run
in parallel until all inconsistencies are resolved.

3.4 Phase 4
Develop a Queued Deployment Plan for Remaining Counties
The goals of Phase 4 will be to continue to rollout the application to the remaining counties, in a queued
deployment overseen by the Stakeholder Forum.
3.4.1 Major Tasks
❖ Establish desired hosting scenario
❖ Set up new system in parallel with previous system, if any
✦ Transfer data from previous system, if applicable
✦ Setup system users
✦ Customize data permissions
✦ Setup funding sources
✦ Setup additional system features as necessary
❖ Check for inconsistent outcomes between the previous system (if any) and the software
application
❖ Perform one-time cut-over

3.4.2 One-time cut-over
At all implementation sites, when the application has been tested and accepted a one-time cut-over to
the new system will be scheduled.
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APPENDIX A Stakeholder Consortium
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